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Observation of bistable density transitions in magnetized plasma
by voltage-biased electrode

Shunjiro Shinoharaa) and Shoichiro Matsuyama
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Sciences, Kyushu University, Kasuga Koen 6-1, Kasuga,
Fukuoka 816-8580, Japan

~Received 23 April 2002; accepted 28 August 2002!

Repeated transition phenomena with abrupt reductions and jumps of the electron density were
observed~flip–flop pattern in bistable systems!, by voltage biasing to an inserted electrode in the
inner region of a rf-~radio frequency-! produced, cylindrical magnetized plasma. These global,
self-excited, density transitions and back ones between two states were accompanied by changes of
the floating potential profile and the bias current under various parameters. Control of the staying
time probability in one of two states with hysteresis loops was attempted, changing the bias voltage,
which showed the importance of a sheath region as well as fine structural patterns. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1516217#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The control of plasma generation and sustainment un
stable conditions in time and space is one of the criti
issues in the fields of plasma application, high-tempera
plasma, and space plasma. The obtained plasma profi
nonlinearly governed by the balance between the pla
generation and diffusion mechanisms, and induced insta
ties are closely related to the obtained profile in a comp
form. The structural formation of electric fields and a bifu
cation, e.g., in a nuclear fusion field, have been major c
cerns. These are related to the changes of plasma con
ment such as a transition from the L~low! mode to the H
~high! mode in tokamaks1 with the shear of the so-calle
EÃB rotation. Experiments on this transition and profi
change using voltage biasing2 were also conducted in mirro
machines,3–9 and an oscillatory transition of density and p
tential was discovered, e.g., in the Compact Helical Sys
~CHS!.10 In addition, hystereses and mode changes~and
sometimes chaotic behavior! in various dc and rf discharge
including sheath regions, e.g., Refs. 11–19, were found
changing input voltage or input power, and these interes
characteristics arise from the inherent plasma nonlinea
However, there have been few experiments5–9 conducted
from a basic viewpoint to study these transitions as well a
control the density and rotation profiles by imposing elec
fields externally. These are connected with the transport c
acteristics and structure formation, and also with a furt
development of the application fields. Recently, density tr
sitions in bistable systems~flip–flop pattern! were clearly
found and briefly reported,20 by voltage biasing to electrode
inserted into the rf-produced, cylindrical magnetized plasm

Here, in this paper, we have examined, in much m
detail, global characteristics of a self-excited bistable syst
i.e., density transitions and back ones~oscillatory behaviors!
between two states, accompanied by potential changes, u
the former voltage biasing.20 Furthermore, we could contro

a!Electronic mail: sinohara@aees.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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the staying time, i.e., residence time, and staying probab
in one of two states, by changing the bias voltage, with a
emphasizing hysteresis characteristics in a statistical~sto-
chastic! sense. Note that compared with observed pheno
ena in dc discharges reported in Refs. 11 and 13–16,
experimental conditions and findings are quite different
terms of the following points.

~1! Plasma was produced by an external rf power sup
and bistable conditions were controlled by voltage bi
ing to an electrode, i.e., production and control metho
were independent in our case~both production and con
trol were carried out by applying a dc discharge volta
between electrodes!.

~2! Mostly, electron flow was along the magnetic field a
ion flow was across the field with positive biasing, a
the role of azimuthal direction such as in the case o
flow shear has been unclear up to now. Namely, a tw
or three-dimensional analysis is necessary~only a one-
dimensional analysis was considered, e.g., electron
ion flows between the electrodes!.

~3! Bistable states were found in both increasing and
creasing phases of applied voltage~oscillations were
found in the decreasing phase only in the temperat
limited mode, and large fluctuations were observed wh
bistable states were formed!.

~4! Clear bistable phenomena, e.g., staying time in one
two states was long up to more than 10 seconds w
typical transition time is 1–2 ms~mostly oscillations be-
tween two states were found with small staying tim
and even in one state, plasma parameters were not
stant!.

~5! Hysteresis characteristics were found stochastically s
as mean staying time and staying time probability in
bistable system~hysteresis was found in dc current
voltage characteristics!.

~6! The control of staying time and staying probability w
attempted~there were a few trials!.
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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4541Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 2002 Observation of bistable density transitions . . .
Therefore, our new findings can contribute to the und
standing of relaxation/phase change phenomena~balance and
triggering processes! in the basic~plasma! physics. These
may also lead to a further development of application stud
including nuclear fusion due to the common physics
volved. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II w
describe the experimental system, e.g., production sche
voltage biasing system, and diagnostics in a cylindrical m
netized plasma. Experimental results on various transi
phenomena in a bistable system are discussed in Sec. II
changing bias voltage, fill pressure, and rf input power. He
after describing the typical transition phenomenon as a fu
tion of time under the various positions, global structu
changes such as ion saturation current and floating pote
including characteristics of fluctuations, are reported, cha
ing one of the control parameters of bias voltage: th
phases of state I only, transitions between state I and sta
and state II only. Then, operating pressure is reported, c
sidering the boundaries of bias voltage in the above th
phases and average staying time during transitions: With
increase in a pressure, both typical bias voltage and widt
this voltage region to undergo transitions decreased. On
other hand, there was a large change of staying time, e.g
three orders of magnitude, with fill pressure less th
;5 mTorr, and it took a minimum time at;2.5 mTorr.
Characteristics of hystereses of ion saturation current, s
ing time, and staying probability in a stochastic sense
also described for changing bias voltage. Probability dis
bution function of ion saturation current, and bias curre
behavior in a Lissajous figure were studied: the fine struc
pattern from the distribution function, and the sheath eff
due to the faster rise of bias current were suggested. Fin
in Sec. IV, we discuss characteristics of bistable phenom
in detail focusing on triggering/governing mechanisms
transitions, and the conclusion is given.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Argon plasma was produced by a four-turn spi
antenna21 at a pressure ofP050.1– 10 mTorr. The continu
ous output rf power and frequency ofPrf5160– 500 W and
f rf57 MHz, respectively, were applied to a linear device,
cm in diameter and 170 cm in axial length, with the unifor
magnetic field ofB5500 G, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Here, (x,
y, z) coordinates in the cylindrical system are shown.
order to control the radial potential profile, we used ten c
centric, segmented rings, made of stainless steel with a th
ness of 0.03 cm, as biased electrodes6,7,9 @see Fig. 1~a! ~in the
middle! and Fig. 1~b!#. The inner and outer diameters of th
n-th ring ~in order from the center! were 4n24.6 cm (2
<n<10) and 4n cm (1<n<10), respectively. Each ring
was separated from the neighboring ones with an axial
tance of 1.3 cm. These rings were placed on the Teflo
disk, 40 cm in diameter, at the axial direction ofz590 cm
from the window, which was located on the left-hand side
Fig. 1~a!, to cover the plasma cross section. Mostly, the N
3 electrode~the radius is 3.7–6 cm! was used in the presen
experiment@see the shaded region in Fig. 1~b!#.
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The spatial plasma parameters, such as the plasma
sity, electron temperature, floating potential, and flow velo
ity, were measured by scanning the Langmuir probes incl
ing the Mach probe, which were located atz530 cm and 60
cm. The typical target~before biasing! plasma densityne was
in the range of 43109– 431010 cm23 with the electron tem-
peratureTe53 – 6 eV and estimated ion temperature,1 eV.
Here, the ion Larmor radius was less than 1 cm, and t
ions and electrons were magnetized.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Change of spatial structure during transitions „low
rf power …

Figure 2 shows an example of the time evolution of t
ion saturation currentI is measured at about one half radius
the chamber (x5210 cm), on changing bias voltageV3

~voltage at the No. 3 electrode!. Here, P053.2 mTorr and
Prf5160 W, and seven traces show different shots. For
case of low bias voltage~less than 110 V!, no ne change was
observed~state I! with a relative amplitude of fluctuations o
less than 10%, typically. Here,ne is considered to be nearl
proportional toI is sinceTe did not change appreciably, an

FIG. 1. Schematic view of~a! experimental setup and~b! biased electrodes
with ten concentric, segmented rings.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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4542 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 2002 S. Shinohara and S. Matsuyama
FIG. 2. Time evolution of ion saturation currentI is at x5210 cm, changing
bias voltageV3 (P053.2 mTorr andPrf5160 W). Here, seven individua
traces have different shots.
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
I is51 corresponded tone55.83109 cm23 for the case of
Te55 eV. From this figure, with the increase inV3 , an in-
creased number of transitions from the higher~state I! to the
lower ~state II! states were found, in addition to back trans
tions from state II to state I: density oscillation~self-excited
transitions! between two states~bistable system!. The typical
transition time~rise and decay time between two states! was
1–2 ms. Note that for a clear bistable system with a re
tively small amplitude of fluctuations, it was observed th
the staying time of one state of more than several tens of
is much larger than the transition time, which was differe
from the cases for the oscillations observed in dc dischar
as was discussed in the Introduction part. Finally, with
further increase inV3 (>140 V), there appeared a lowerne

state, which is stationary with time, i.e., the state II on
with neither back transitions to the state I nor any events
arcs.

During a transition, global profile changes in the rad
direction were found, as shown in Fig. 3~the same condition
as in Fig. 2!. For the case of the floating potential with re
spect to the electrode No. 3 with other electrodes also be
at a floating potential, a hollow radial profile of the floatin
potential Vf and density peaking were observed~note that
Figs. 3 and 4 were drawn in a region ofx5222;5 cm). In
the outer region of the biased electrode for the case ofV3

5130 V, bothne andVf decreased in a transition from sta
I to state II by up to 60% and 12 V, respectively. Here, t
electrode position is denoted by the closed horizontal ba
Figs. 3–5, where a dip ofne near this electrode was observe
o-
tal
FIG. 3. Radial profiles of ion saturation currentI is and
floating potentialVf , for changing bias voltageV3

(P053.2 mTorr andPrf5160 W). Here, state I and
state II~closed circles and open boxes, respectively! are
shown in the third figures from the top, and radial p
sition of the No. 3 electrode is denoted by a horizon
closed bar.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Radial profiles of ion saturation currentI is and floating potentialVf , for changing bias voltageV3 (P050.64 mTorr andPrf5160 W).
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due to the parallel electron current along the magn
field.5–7,9

In the inner region, changes ofne and Vf behaved in
opposite ways~Fig. 3!: ne andVf increased~by up to 30 V!
after a transition to state II. Here, profiles in state I~II ! with
V35130 V correspond well with those with a lower~higher!
bias voltage than 130 V where no transitions were observ
However, from changes ofne andVf , the Boltzmann’s rela-
tion was not found at the same position as well as along
radial direction. Concerning density fluctuations, except
the central plasma region, odd number modesm ~probably
the m51 mode! along the azimuthal direction dominate
Although the relative fluctuation amplitude in the inner r
gion of the electrode did not change appreciably durin
transition, this relative amplitude from state I to state II d
creased by up to more than a factor of 2 in the outer reg

With the lower fill pressure of 0.64 mTorr keeping th
same input rf power, similar behaviors of global spat
changes ofne and Vf during a transition were found, a
shown in Fig. 4:ne andVf decreased by up to 75% and 20
respectively, from state I to state II, and bothne and Vf

underwent transitions at nearly the same time along the
dial direction~a simultaneous global change!. However, tran-
sition phenomena atP050.64 mTorr were found to occur a
the higherV3 voltage region than those atP053.2 mTorr
~see Fig. 7 below!, and changes ofI is andVf were negligibly
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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small in the inner radial region of the No. 3 electrode co
pared to those in the outer region.

B. Change of spatial structure during transitions „low
pressure and high rf power …

Compared to Figs. 3 and 4,ne (Vf) decreased~in-
creased! in the outer region during a transition from state I
state II, for the case of the lower pressure with the highe
power, e.g.,P050.16 mTorr andPrf5400 W, as shown in
Fig. 5. Here, error bars~long error bars on the negative sid!
show the amplitude of fluctuations~negative spikes!, instead
of statistical error bars normally used. The density transit
suddenly occurred from state I, whose typical staying ti
~residence time! was very long and larger than one minut
with giant oscillations of density to state II with small fluc
tuations or vice versa, as shown in Fig. 6~back transitions
occurred after one minute or more from state II to state I w
the enhancement of fluctuations!. Here, state I had a typica
fluctuation frequencyf 51 – 2 kHz ~this fundamental fre-
quency sometimes has its second harmonic! with the m51
mode in the outer region and evenm numbers in the inner
one. On the other hand, state II had a broad spectrumf
52 – 5 kHz in the outer region of a biased electrode@see
error bars~fluctuation amplitude! in Fig. 5 and oscillations as
a function of time in Fig. 6#. Once this transition took place
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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state II remained for a long time~more than a few minutes a
was mentioned! with almost no back transitions to state I
the observation period of less than a few minutes. For
case of floating bias, the typical fluctuation frequency w
low, ;1 kHz, with a smaller amplitude than that at state
Concerning fluctuations ofVf , this signal sometimes showe
sawtooth-like behavior as a function of time, and dens
fluctuations observed may be considered as drift wav
which were also found in the previous experiments of vo
age biasing~density profile change and formation of veloci
shear!.7,9

This phenomenon and a profile change ofVf during a
transition, i.e., an increase inVf from state I and state II in
the outer region, are different from the above-mention
transitions with low-power and high-pressure conditio
From the Mach probe measurement, as shown in Fig. 5~c!,
plasma rotated in the azimuthal direction in a rigid body li
near the electrode, i.e., the rotation speed is proportiona
the radial distance from the electrode with opposite signs
both sides~inner and outer regions!, and the absolute, maxi
mum Mach numberM was less than 0.5. However, th
speed is higher~lower! near~far from! the electrode at stat
I than at state II. Here,M is defined as rotation velocity
divided by the ion sound velocity, and a positive value ofM
indicates a rotation in the ion diamagnetic direction. In e
mating the Mach velocity, for convenience,6–9,22 an unmag-
netized model23 or a kinetic model24 with zero viscosity was
employed. Note that this observed speed was lower t

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of ion saturation currentI is , floating potentialVf and
Mach number at state I and state II (V35200 V, P050.16 mTorr, andPrf

5400 W). Here, error bars~long error bars in the negative side! show the
amplitude of fluctuations~negative spikes!.
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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those in the previous experiments, where drift waves w
observed,7,9 and was much lower than that in the rotatio
plasma, where velocity shear driven instabilities we
observed.25

C. Operating pressure region

Figure 7 shows the characteristics of transitions a
function of fill pressure keepingPrf5160 W; bias voltageV3

and average staying time at state II were measured. H
closed circles, open triangles and closed boxes show, res
tively, points of the onset from state I to state II, points
50% staying probability~of time! for each state, and point
of the onset of full transitions to state II. Average stayi
time TaII in Fig. 7~b! is defined as the total staying time
state II divided by frequency~number of events! during the
observation time, for the case of 50% staying probability
both states I and II. ThisTaII was derived under the sam
condition as those shown by open triangles in Fig. 7~a!. Note
that data were taken for the increasing phase of the
voltageV3 ~see descriptions of hystereses in Figs. 8–11
low obtained by changingV3). From this figure, with the
increase in pressure, both typicalV3 voltage and width ofV3

region undergo transitions~vertical distance between
closed circle and a closed box! decreased. On the other han
with the increase inP0 , TaII decreased withP0 from
;15 sec atP0;0.6 mTorr and had the minimum of;20 ms
at P0;2.5 mTorr~this was much smaller by three orders
magnitude than that atP0;0.6 mTorr). Then, with a further
increase inP0 , TaII increased slowly to;200 ms atP0

;5 mTorr. Here, transitions became negligible at more th
5 mTorr. Although this curve ofTaII in Fig. 7 has not been
explained so far, this behavior seems to be similar to t
described by the Paschen’s law~needless to say, staying tim
is different from a discharge voltage!, but expected pressur
at the minimum point estimated based on typical device s
is larger than the observed pressure by one order of ma
tude. Here, atP0;2.5 mTorr, where there seemed to be
boundary of two regions as to average staying time, the e
tron mean free path~mainly dominated by electron-neutra
collisions! is about one half of the plasma radius.

With increasingPrf , while maintaining a constant valu
of P0 , the required bias voltageV3 leading to a transition
between state I and state II decreased, and thus for the
of constantV3 , staying probability and average staying tim
at state II increased. In the present experiment describe
far, data were obtained by the use of a No. 3 electrode o
but density transitions were also observed on changing
position of a bias electrode; application of a bias voltage
an individual electrode from Nos. 1–9~positions are shown
in Fig. 1! caused similar behaviors.

D. Hysteresis characteristics

In order to examine hysteresis characteristics stocha
cally, ion saturation currentI is was measured by, first, in
creasingV3 slowly in a continuous manner from the lowe
voltage region where there were no density transitions fr
state I to state II, to the higher one having no back transiti
from state II to state I, through self-excited transitions b
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of ion satura-
tion currentI is at state I and state II, a
x521 cm;221 cm ~every 2 cm!
from top to bottom (V35200 V, P0

50.16 mTorr, andPrf5400 W). Here,
22 individual traces have differen
shots.
r
to

te

tant
of

ed
tween two states. Next, reducingV3 in the opposite manne
from the high voltage region for the case of only state II
the low voltage for state I alone. This voltage change ofV3 ,
i.e., up and down, was conducted continuously without
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
r-

mination of the plasma, keeping external parameters cons
~the wall effect was also determined to change orders
phases of increasing and decreasing voltages!. Note that the
time of changingV3 to measure plasma parameters rang
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from tens of seconds to several minutes depending on
average staying time~see Fig. 7!. Figure 8 shows clear hys
teresis curves of the relationship betweenI is andV3 obtained
by the above-mentioned method (P053.6 mTorr andPrf

FIG. 7. ~a! Bias voltageV3 and ~b! average staying time at state II as
function of fill pressure measured atx5210 cm (Prf5160 W). Here,
closed circles, open triangles, and closed boxes show, respectively, poi
the onset from state I to state II, points of 50% staying probability~time! for
each state, and points of onset of full transitions to state II. The ave
staying time in Fig. 7~b! is defined as the total staying time divided b
frequency for the case of 50% staying probability for both states.

FIG. 8. Hysteresis curves of averaged ion saturation currentI is at x
5210 cm as a function of bias voltageV3 (P053.6 mTorr and Prf

5160 W).
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
he
5160 W). Here, each curve in this figure was derived
averaging six data~six curves!, andI is is the weighted~time!
average of different values ofI is at state I and state II~see,
e.g., Fig. 2! for V35130 V to 160 V. This is completely
different from the hysteresis curve, i.e., current–volta
characteristics, for dc discharges discussed in the Introd
tion.

This hysteresis characteristic was ascertained in ano
way: Staying time probabilityPs , defined as the ratio of the
time occupied at state I normalized by total observation tim
is shown in Fig. 9~a! ~the same conditions as those in Figs
and 3!. Below V3;110 V, plasma had state I all the time
and this probability at state I decreased with increasingV3 ,
and finally only state II existed by high voltage biasin
above 140 V. The threshold voltages of no transitions fr
state I and state II, i.e., on the margin of 100% staying pr
ability at state I and state II, were higher for the case
increasing phases ofV3 than for the case of decreasin
phases~see the low- and high-voltage regions of 110–120
and 140–150 V, respectively, and also see Figs. 8–10!. Fig-
ure 9~b! shows the average staying timeTaI(TaII), defined as
the total staying time at state I~II ! divided by frequency
during observation time. WhileTaI decreased rapidly withV3

by more than one order of magnitude,TaII and the variance

of

ge

FIG. 9. Hysteresis curves of~a! staying time probability at state I and~b!
average staying time for state I and state II, from data of the ion satura
current measured atx5210 cm, as a function of bias voltageV3 (P0

53.2 mTorr andPrf5160 W). Here, the staying time probability is define
as the total staying time at state I divided by the total measuring time,
the average staying time is defined as the total staying time at each
divided by frequency.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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of staying time at state II~not shown! increased slowly with
V3 . Hysteresis loops were found for both staying time pro
ability and the average staying time from Fig. 9:Ps andTaI

were higher with phases of increasingV3 ~up! than those of
decreasingV3 ~down! for the same value ofV3 ~a slight
difference was found forTaII behavior!. On changing fill
pressure, the same phenomena concerningPs , TaI , andTaII

were observed, and another example is shown in Fig. 10
the case ofP055.1 mTorr. From this figure, theV3 region
for self-excited transitions was lower than that in Fig. 9 d
to the increase inP0 as was discussed in Fig. 7.

E. Detailed structure

We have attempted to observe the fine structure and
teresis behavior stochastically: the ion saturation currenI is

as a function of the bias voltageV3 , e.g., a probability dis-
tribution of I is ~PDF!, was plotted, as shown in Fig. 11, fo
increasing~up! and decreasing~down! phases of bias voltag
V3 between 120 V and 135 V. Here, the interval ofI is to plot
the distribution in this figure was taken as;0.02, with the
total number of data points of 32000~original data have 8 bit
resolution!. From Fig. 11, in the increasing phase ofV3 ,
there was a tendency, particularly for the case of the h
bias voltage, that the probability to have state I~state II! was
higher~lower! than that in the decreasing phase ofV3 , which
is consistent with Figs. 8–10. In addition, central values

FIG. 10. Hysteresis curves of~a! staying time probability at state I and~b!
average staying time for state I and state II, from data of the ion satura
current measured atx5210 cm, as a function of bias voltageV3 (P0

55.1 mTorr andPrf5160 W).
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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f

I is at state I~the higher side of theI is value from two main
peaks in this figure, for the case ofV35120– 135 V) and
state II ~the lower side for the case ofV35135 V) were
larger in the increasing phase ofV3 than in the decreasing
phase. The hysteresis characteristics obtained from F
8–10 along with the results in Fig. 11 may come from t
fine spatial structure change between increasing and dec
ing phases, in addition to those from other hidden para
eters, or from some memory effects, which should be cl
fied in future studies.

In order to determine the triggering process of tran
tions, the time of transitions of various parameters was m
sured. There were neither a clear difference of times betw
I is andVf during a transition, nor a significant difference
time between measuring radial positions of bothI is andVf .
However, the bias currentI b on the order of 10 mA at the
No. 3 electrode increased fast just before or near the s
time of density transitions from state I to state II; fastI b rise
with an overshot positive spike was found whileI is drop was
slow, as shown in Fig. 12~a! ~sampling time was 200ms!.
Here, a positive value shows that electrons~ions! are flowing
into ~out from! the electrode, and changes ofV3 andPrf were
less than 1% during a transition. The differences of time a
timescale are clearly seen in the Lissajous figure in F
12~b!, which shows a relation betweenI is and I b replotted
from Fig. 12~a!. On the back transition from state II to sta

n

FIG. 11. Probability distribution as a function of ion saturation currentI is at
x5210 cm, for increasing~up! and decreasing~down! phases of bias volt-
ageV3 : ~a! 120 V and 125 V and~b! 130 V and 135 V (P053.2 mTorr and
Prf5160 W).
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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I, I b decrease was also faster thanI is increase. From our
measurements conducted so far, only the change ofI b was
seen to be earlier than other signals during a transi
among the measured signals, which indicates the importa
of changing parameters in the neighboring region~sheath
region! of the bias electrode for triggering a transition pr
cess.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Here, we will discuss characteristics of bistable pheno
ena while focusing on triggering/governing mechanisms
transitions. Generally, transitions in this bistable system m
be understood phenomenologically based on the effec
asymmetric double well potential structure, e.g., Ginzbur
Landau equation, or Schmitt trigger26 ~obtained results may
also be related to stochastic resonance26,27!; there are two
stable states, whose staying probability can be varied by
ternal parameters due to the structural modification of dou
well potential. Random reversal of the Earth’s magnetic fi
is still a hot topic. The bistability and oscillations were an
lyzed from the context of dynamo system,28 and governing
equations of a disk dynamo model could be reduced to L
entz equations~low-dimensional dynamics!. This can also be
used as an example to model our observed phenomena:
dom staying time or random transitions between two sta
depending on external parameters with fluctuations. In
CHS device, the neoclassical bifurcation curves, i.e.,

FIG. 12. ~a! Time evolution of ion saturation currentI is at x5217 cm and
bias currentI b , and ~b! Lissajous figure betweenI is and I b taken from~a!
(V35200 V, P051.6 mTorr, andPrf5160 W).
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electric field as a function of the electron density, we
shown to explain the electric pulsation.29 In the W7-AS de-
vice, dithering cycles~swing of hysteresis! near the threshold
power for transitions from the H mode to the L mode, i.
repeated transitions and back ones, were observed in
power flux and electron temperature gradient plane.30 It also
showed no smooth transition to improved confinement
rather the development of a barrier which suddenly appe
and vanishes. In the JT-60U device, the L phase and H ph
confinements appear repeatedly in a hot ion mode pla
during the almost constant input power.31 The electron and
ion temperatures were not constant in each phase, and
strong shear of the electric field contributed to reducing
thermal diffusivity. In any case, it is necessary to derive su
a control plasma parameter to determine the bifurcation
our bistable system.

Although physical pictures and control parameters to
scribe the bistable phenomena are necessary as discu
above, due to the presence of hysteresis loops such as
ages of ion saturation current, staying time probability, a
staying time, as a function of bias voltage, mentioned in S
III D, establishment of the above pictures must be modifi
to explain our findings. Needless to say, if the characteri
time scale of transition is shorter~longer! than the time rate
of the change of control parameters, hysteresis phenom
cannot~can! be observed, e.g., in discussing stochastic tr
sitions between turbulent and thermodynamic branches,
ing control parameters as a pressure gradient32 In our case,
hysteresis loops cannot be expected on the basis of this
text, since the time of changing bias voltage was chose
be longer than the transition time and staying time. The
fore, it is necessary to find a clue to explain the results
transitions with stochastic hystereses; e.g., a search for l
but not global parameters may be necessary, and the pla
parameters near the electrode must be investigated. As to
triggering parameters, from our measurements conducte
far, only a change ofI b was faster/earlier than that of othe
signals during a transition among measured signals suc
ion saturation current and floating potential in the bu
plasma region, as was discussed in Sec. III E~see Fig. 12!.
Compared to the H mode transition in torus plasmas, dra
changes of floating potential profile~and thus electric field
profile! as well as rotation profiles were not found in o
case; a smaller rotation speed at state II than that at sta
was found near the electrode in Fig. 5, but the role of fl
shear has been unclear up to now. These results indicate
importance of changing parameters in the neighboring reg
~sheath region! of the bias electrode for triggering a trans
tion process. This may be related to similar results t
power thresholds for the L–H and H–L transitions in t
ASDEX upgrade were both governed by energy flux to
separatrix region.33

Next, we will consider the characteristic time. Typic
transition time~rise and decay time between two states! was
1–2 ms, while the average staying time in one state can
varied in a wide range, depending on the fill pressure a
bias voltage, as was mentioned in Sec. III. Here, the glo
energy confinement time~parallel transit time along the mag
netic field line by an ion sound wave passing through
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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plasma! is estimated to be roughly;10ms (;300ms). Col-
lision times between electrons or between ions were sho
than the ion–neutral collision time on the order of 100ms.
These are much smaller than the transition time, but the
lowing times are comparable to the observed transition ti
if anomalous diffusivity is taken into account due to, e.g.,
presence of some instabilities, as is often seen; parallel
transit time by ion thermal velocity~characteristic time esti
mated by the ion classical transport across the magn
field! is on the order of;ms (;10 ms). Collision time be-
tween ion and electron and pumping time were on the or
of seconds, which are much larger than the transition tim

The self-oscillations in thermionic dc discharges13–16

show three phases in one oscillation period on the orde
several ms: the expansion, double layer, and relaxa
phases. In this case, changes of potential structure depen
on the position between the electrodes were found. In
asymmetric plasma divided by a magnetic filter, the tim
scale of the limit cycle numerically observed was determin
by the speed of the laminar shock waves.34 In our case, ap-
preciable strong asymmetry and a propagation of poten
change along thez axis in the bulk plasma region were n
observed. Although the triggering mechanism and time sc
of transition and staying time are still unclear, we must co
sider the potential profile modification near the electro
such as the formation of the dip~or hump! structures to
change the parallel electron current~along the magnetic
field!, and thus, to keep the total ambipolarity, which leads
a change of the perpendicular component of ion flow due
enhanced/reduced diffusion by, e.g., change of some in
bilities or turbulent states. The ion transport across the fi
is considered to be important in the global spatial change
plasma parameters~observed transition time becomes com
parable to the ion diffusion time if an anomaly factor
several times is included as was mentioned!. Needless to say
the particle balance of production and losses should be
mated in a complicated nonlinear interaction between ato
physics, plasma transport and boundary effects.

In order to understand the transition mechanisms w
the hysteresis, it may be also important to determine the
spatial structure change between increasing and decrea
phases from the PDF data of ion saturation current in Fig
~the presence of sub-stable conditions is suggested as
from this figure due to an appearance of some small pe
which is similar to the case in Ref. 29!. A search for some
hidden parameters including boundaries and some mem
effects should be performed, and roles and couplings
tween the inner and outer regions separated by electr
must be investigated in addition. We have a plan to inve
gate in more detail the spatio-temporal behavior of vario
parameters including the edge region in order to gain a
understanding of observed behaviors with some model
These results of transitions~phase change!, relaxations, and
oscillations with hystereses in a nonlinear, self-organiz
manner will be expected to contribute to a general import
understanding of various fields of plasma physics: hi
temperature plasma and other plasmas in the basic and
plication fields. We must note that there are some differen
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between the cases of our plasma and high-tempera
plasma, such as the field geometry~end effects in thez di-
rection must also be considered in our case! and ionization
ratio ~neutrals are also important in our system!.

In conclusion, self-excited transitions between two sta
were investigated by the voltage biasing to an inserted e
trode in the inner region of a rf-produced, magnetiz
plasma. Global repeated transition phenomena~flip–flop pat-
tern! with sharp reductions and jumps of the electron dens
in the outer region were observed~bistable system!. Transi-
tions were accompanied by changes such as the floating
tential profile and the bias current. Control of the stayi
time probabilityPs was attempted, and hysteresis charac
istics of the averaged ion saturation currentI is, Ps , the av-
erage staying timeTa , and a probability distribution ofI is

were found on changing the bias voltageV3 , leading to the
role of a fine structural change. During transition, the chan
of bias currentI b occured faster/earlier than that of oth
signals, which showed the importance of the sheath beha
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